Summary
29 Attendees
27 Evaluations
Corporation Yard Stormwater BMP Trainings
April 23, 29, and 30, 2015
What Did You Think of the Following?
1. Corp Yard Walk Through
very helpful 23

somewhat helpful 4

not helpful

Comments:








2.

Thank you to RWC Public Works and Kristin Kerr.
Nice yard.
Very informative.
SSF yard covered most corp yard BMP issues.
The whole yard is clean and organized.
Very nice yard! Good ideas for storage, etc.
County of San Mateo implementing most of these BMPs already that we covered here at
City of San Mateo.
Good adaptations to the MRP for an old yard.

Did you watch the training video by San Diego County?

Yes

20

No

6

If Yes, was the video
very helpful 12

somewhat helpful 9

not helpful

Comments:






It’s a good reminder on good housekeeping.
Pretty basic stuff
Very telling/helpful, would recommend using in the future.
Well articulated, viewed and interpreted well!
Good video, it was helpful.

Did this workshop meet your expectations?



Yes 26

No

Yes. Everything is very explained.
I would like to attend a workshop at a newer facility to show newer type concepts that
are being implemented.
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What would have made this workshop more useful?
















Faking a spill and cleaning it.
More helpful.
More time.
N/A
Getting ideas from other yards.
Nothing I can think of.
Nothing.
Was very useful.
Tour of corp yard was very useful. Was great to have someone from SSF with us on the
tour to answer questions.
You’ll always win me over with some food.
Maybe if there was anything wrong to point out! (joking).
Nothing.
More time to discuss how this city does common types of work we all do.
Again, a newer facility to walk through.
None.

What topics would you recommend for a future workshop?













To keep it clean.
In class video.
This was a great experience.
Going to other corp yards and seeing different yards.
None.
Working with other cities to see what practices work. Sharing of ideas.
Rural corp yards BMPs would be helpful as the county has 3 yards on the coast in
sensitive areas (steehead streams, etc).
Street sweeping details, painting of stops and bars on city streets?
Underground fueling requirements/regulations.
Seeing another corp yard is always helpful.
Disposal methods for Hazmat Materials.
Learning about non-invasive cleaning products; most effective equipment.

General Comments:











I like it.
None.
Good job and thank you for arranging the workshop/tour.
Thank you.
Thank you EOA!
Well presented in a clean yard. Sets a good standard for what we should have
ourselves.
Good stuff.
Workshop was very helpful. SSF Corp Yard is very well kept.
Nice to see how another city with more resources does things.
Very informative and helpful.
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Great facilitator, and Steve from City of San Mateo to show current BMP’s in use and
how they conduct business.
Thank you.
Good to see what other cities are doing.
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